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Rising sea levels threaten many  
areas worldwide and in combina-
tion with extreme weather events 
such as storms and heavy rain, the 
challenge of keeping cities and  
areas above water is growing.

The investigation takes place in 
Klippan in Gothenburg harbor 
which is vulnerable to flooding 
caused by rising sea levels. The 
city has a strong connection to 
water as it is situated on the west 
coast and further inland along the 
river Göta älv.

Klippan played a significant role 
as a port location for Gothenburg 
harbor during the 17th century.  
To preserve the history and the  
characteristics of Klippan it has 
since then been declared as a  
cultural reserve. The reserve has 
a mix of buildings still standing 
from companies such as  
Ostindiska kompaniet and  
Carnegie’s sockerbruk. 

The region located in Klippan, 
which runs along the river, has an 
elevation that varies from 1 to 2 
meters. As a result, the shoreline is 
prone to flooding. It is estimated 
that by the year 2100, large parts 
of the area are likely to be flooded 
during storms and high waters. 

Abstract

The investigation was centered on 
two historically valuable buildings 
in Klippan, which are at risk of 
flooding by 2100. With similar  
situations as a starting point, 
Sjömagasinet and Klippans Kon-
stcafé were retrofitted with two 
different strategies depending on 
their conditions to adapt them to 
rising sea levels. 

Depending on which strategy is 
applied, the program of the build-
ing may be affected. It is explored 
through the two buildings, result-
ing in a new program for Klippans 
Konstcafé while the program for 
Sjömagasinet is preserved. The 
thesis questions how the choice 
of retrofitting strategy affects an 
existing building’s program. 

There’s a strong reason to  
implement retrofitting strategies 
from a preservational point of 
view in Klippan. The proposal 
showcases an example of how one 
can preserve the historical and  
architectural qualities of struc-
tures in a flood-prone area, while 
also ensuring that the buildings 
can function during high waters 
caused by rising sea levels and 
increased extreme weather  
conditions.

Klippan October, 2023

Keywords: Klippan, sea  
level rise, retrofitting
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The aim of this thesis is to  
investigate how to preserve and 
adapt two buildings in a flood-
prone area by utilizing various  
retrofitting strategies.

This thesis also explores how 
buildings can function during high 
waters caused by rising sea levels 
and increased extreme weather 
conditions. 

Through Klippans Konstcafé and 
Sjömagasinet the connection  
between program and retrofitting 

Purpose/ aim

Introduction     | 

Research question

How can a building with cultural and  
historical value be adapted to rising sea levels? 

Sub questions

Which strategies for retrofitting buildings are  
relevant when working with historical buildings?

How does the choice of retrofitting strategy affect an  
existing building’s program?

 
The objective

A transformation project of two buildings in Klippan, Gothenburg.  
Resulting in preserving the program of Sjömagasinet while adding a brew-
ery and an exhibition space to Klippans Konstcafé. The project is expressed 

in drawings, visualizations, physical models and a booklet.

Thesis question

strategy is explored.  The thesis 
evaluates how the existing  
programs could function in  
combination with the chosen  
retrofitting strategy, or if a new 
program could be proposed.

Rising sea levels threaten many 
areas worldwide and in  
combination with extreme  
weather events such as storms 
and heavy rain, the challenge of  
keeping cities and areas above  
water is increasing. 

Klippan, October, 2023
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Sea level rise
Global mean sea level (GMSL) is 
rising and is already a threat to big 
parts of the world. 

The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) writes in 
their report that the GMSL will 
likely rise between 0.24- 0.32 m by 
2050 and 0.43 m- 1.10 m by 2100. 

IPCC also shows a study that 
points to an increase between 
2.3-5.4 m by the year 2300 (IPCC, 
2022). 

Extreme weather
In the Gothenburg area, the tides 
are sparingly changing with ap-
proximately 25 cm . In combina-
tion with storm and strong winds 
the water level can rise by over a 
meter (Sjöfartsverket, 2023).

In 2023, Gothenburg experienced 
rainfall for 198 days (SMHI, 2023). 
In addition to that, heavy rains in 
Sweden are predicted to be more 
intense and frequent in the future, 
causing new extreme water levels 
(SMHI, 2017). 

Background

Introduction    | 

Klippan
Located along the river and marks 
the beginning of Gothenburg  
harbor lies Klippan, which  
became an important port  
location in the 17th century.  
It was the center of some of  
Sweden’s biggest companies from 
that time, Ostindiska kompaniet 
and Carnegie’s sockerbruk. The  
location was strategic for the  
companies since they needed to 
use the river for transport.

In 1965 Klippan became a cultural 
reserve as an initiative to preserve 
buildings from the industrial era. 
It includes a unique combination 
of buildings and has a high  
cultural and historical value.  
Materials such as wood, brick  
and stone represent the area. 

Klippan area is partly protected 
by conservation programs, but 
the whole area is considered of 
national interest and as a valuable 
environment (Lönnroth, 1999).

The aim of the thesis is to adapt 
historical buildings in Klippan in a  
sustainable way to preserve them 
in a future of rising sea levels. 

Klippan, November 2019

Introduction     | 

Methods and tools
The thesis utilizes a variety of 
methods and tools.

The case study method is useful 
for the process as it originates 
from an area of concern and  
gathers information through  
observations and analysis. It is 
used as an exploratory research 
tool for the thesis, which design 
proposals originate from.

The thesis process incorporates 
scenarios as a method, which is  
an important aspect. 

By visualizing different future  
scenarios, this method serves as a 
stepping stone in the process that 
leads to the choice of strategy and 
design.

Both physical and digital models 
are placed in different scenarios 
of high water levels, a process 
of exploration used to generate 
proposals that respond to the 
research question. 

The main design tool are retrofit-
ting strategies, that are used as a 
guide for how to adapt existing 
buildings to rising sea levels.
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Delimitations
The thesis does not consider 
possible future barriers that may 
prevent sea level rise within  
Gothenburg harbor.

Due to the specificity of the site 
and its buildings, this case study 
cannot provide general solutions 
for adapting to sea level rise.

The investigation and proposals 
will be based on a high water  
scenario of +2.8 m, which is  
estimated to occur during  
storms in 2100.

Reading Instructions
The booklet is divided into four 
sections. 
 
Part 1 is an introduction to the 
subject and structure.  
Part 2 is a chapter of investigation 
that contains mappings and an 
introduction of the buildings.  
Part 3 showcases the retrofitting 
proposals which are based on the 
tools and information presented 
in parts 1 and 2.  
Part 4 concludes the thesis and 
discusses the retrofitting  
proposals and outcome.

Theory

Retrofitting strategies
The thesis will be based on a set 
of strategies that exist as ways to 
flood proof or adapt a building to 
rising sea levels and flooding. 

Retrofitting is modifying an  
existing building to protect it  
from flooding or events such as  
earthquakes and high winds.

Which retrofitting strategy to  
apply to a building can depend  
on factors such as flow velocity,  
cultural value, foundation or  
visual preferences. 

1. Dry floodproofing
Dry floodproofing is a combina-
tion of measures which results in 
a structure being watertight and 
impermeable while structurally 
managing to resist flood loads 
(FEMA, 2014).

1. 2. 3. 4.

Introduction    | Introduction     | 

2. Wet floodproofing
Wet floodproofing allows water to 
enter the structure through open-
ings resulting in flooding parts of 
the building, normally the base-
ment or ground floor. The purpose 
of allowing water in is to prevent 
collapse due to high pressure 
(FEMA, 2014).

3. Elevation
Elevation prevents floodwaters 
from reaching the lowest floor by 
either elevating the entire  
structure or by constructing a  
new raised floor (FEMA, 2014).

4. Amphibious structure
A strategy that allows a structure 
to float on rising floodwater and 
adjusts to the current water level. 
A buoyancy system beneath the 
house displaces water to provide 
flotation when needed (FEMA, 
2014).
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Amphibious House
The amphibious House is made 
by Baca Achitects and is situated 
along the river Thames. In the area 
of south Buckinghamshire most 
of the houses are raised about 1 
m off the ground to protect them 
from flooding. 

Due to the estimated future sea 
level rise the ground floor would 
need to be elevated 2,5 m above 
the ground. 

Thanks to the house being an 
amphibious structure it allows the 
ground floor to be less than 1 m 
above ground instead of 2,5 m. 

The utilities are connected by 
an elephant cabling. The flexible 
service pipes can extend up to 3m, 
allowing all of the services to  
remain operational during any 
flood event (Baca Architects, n.d.). 

It is an interesting built reference 
for inspiration on how to use the 
amphibious strategy in an discrete 
way. 

The reference is used for the  
investigation of the retrofitting of 
Sjömagasinet. 

Introduction    | Introduction     | Figure 1-2. Amphibious House (Baca Architects, n.d.). 
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Cisternerne 
Cisternerne is an old reservoir 
with 3 large rooms. It was built  
between 1856-59 and is an import-
ant part of Copenhagen’s history.

Since 2013, Cisternerne has been a 
space for site-specific art created 
by artists or architects. The art 
projects cannot be reproduced 
anywhere else in the world.

The rooms in Cisternerne can 
hold up to 16 million liters of wa-
ter with a maximum depth of 3.7 
meters. This results in a humidity 
almost constantly close to 100%. 

The walls are made of granite 
blocks, the floor and ceiling 
is concrete and the pillars are 
bricked (Fredriksbergmuseerne, 
n.d.).

It is used as a reference for  
Klippans konstcafé as inspiration 
on how to use a space for  
exhibitions that constantly  
changes due to water levels.  
The spaces also share similar 
building materials. 

Introduction    | Figure 3-4. Cisternerne (Fredriksbergmuseerne, n.d.) Introduction     | 
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Le Relais Boréale Brewery 
Atelier L’Abri transformed a  
concrete and glass commercial 
suite into a bar and brewery  
situated in Montreal, Canada. 

The mezzanine above the cold 
rooms utilizes the double height, 
with the stainless-steel fermenters 
positioned on top.

The production space are  
highlighted by a large glass wall. 
Natural materials like local  
granite, wood, and lime plaster 
are used in the interior (Archdaily, 
2023). The brewery is used as a 
reference for the new program for 
Klippans Konstcafé. 

Introduction     | Figure 5. Le Relais Boréale Brewery (Arch daily, 2023)

brewing hall
(storage)

cold room

bar

kitchen

mechanical 

dining area

restroom

technical area
( fermenters)

entrance

shop

utility 
room

staff

Program

dining area  120
brewing hall  60 
cold room   44
technical area  38
bar   25
kitchen   14
restroom  12
mechanical room 8   
shop    8    
entrance  6
staff   6
utility room   3

total    750 (m²)

1. entrance 
2. dining area 
3. shop  
4. bar  
5. kitchen
6. mechanical room 

7. staff 
8. restroom
9. utility room
10. brewing hall  
11. cold room  
12. terrace 

N
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Flooding simulations

Site analysis

Sjömagasinet

Klippans Konstcafé

Investigation

Investigation    | KlippanJanuary, 2024 Investigation     | 
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26 27Figure 6 & 7. Water levels Klippan 2023 and 2100 (Göteborgs stad, 2023). 

Flooding simulations

Investigation    | Investigation     | Figure 8 & 9. Water level Sjömagasinet 2023 and 2100 (Opencities planner, n.d.).
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Context & Site analysis

Conditions
The topography of the site is 
very flat in relation to the ocean 
with the exception of a few hills. 
The area between Konstcafét 
and Sjömagasinet varies mainly 
between 1-2.5 m in elevation. The 
site is therefore a high risk area 
for rising sea levels and is estimat-
ed to have parts flooded by 2100 
(Göteborgs stad, 2023).

Characteristics of the area is the 
evident connection to water and 
its strong industrial history.

The boardwalk connects Klippan 
with areas along the river and 
both Konstcafét and Sjömagasinet 
are located along it. Weather 
conditions can be harsh due to 
minimal shelter from buildings 
and vegetation along the 
shoreline.

Today there are a lot of art studios 
encouraging craftsmanship and 
small businesses located in the old 
buildings. There are also hotels, 
restaurants and other businesses 
in the area. 

Floodmapping
The tool Citiesplanner shows 
simulations of water levels in 
extreme weather scenarios when 
there is high amounts of rain and 
waves. Today, that level can be up 
to +1.8 meters above mean water 
level resulting in flooded parts of 
the boardwalk along the river. 

In 2100, it is estimated that the 
mean water level will be 
approximately 1 meter higher 
resulting in +2.8 meter during 
storms. Figure 6-11 shows a  
comparison between the water 
level of today and the water level 
of 2100 during extreme weather 
(Göteborgs stad, n.d.)

Konstcafét & Sjömagasinet
Two buildings in Klippan that 
share the close relation to the 
shoreline and historical value 
is Klippans Konstcafé and 
Sjömagasinet. They both risk 
flooding by 2100 making them 
possible candidates for applying 
retrofitting strategies to. 

They are interesting buildings 
that I find important to save, also 
motivated by the fact that they are 
included in the cultural reserve 
and national interest.   
  

Figure 10 & 11. Water level Klippans Konstcafé 2023 and 2100. (Opencities planner, n.d.) Investigation    | Investigation     | 
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Sjömagasinet

One of the biggest buildings from 
Ostindiska kompaniets time is 
Sjömagasinet. It was built in 1775 
from the drawings of Henrik  
Lieden. 

It was strategically located right 
next to the water and was from 
the beginning designed as a 
“tyghus”, a storage building for 
artillery pieces. 

The building was originally divid-
ed into nine sheds with separate 
gates. It later became a boathouse 
and since 1983 it was replanned as 
a restuarant. 

The site has also been through 
changes as it was originally a bay 
separating the south east side of 
the building from land. The build-
ing has slowly been sheltered from 
the water by surrounding  
structures. 

Sjömagasinet is a long one story 
building with a furnished loft and 
a tiled gable roof with dormers. 
The building was built as a timber  
construction cladded in a wood 
panel, with a base of stone pillars, 
prams and wood. (Lindälv, 1977). 
The foundation has since then 
been reinforced with concrete. 

View of Sjömagasinet

Investigation    | Investigation     | 
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Klippans Konstcafé

The sugar industry in  
Gothenburg had its breakthrough 
in the early 1900th century when 
it took over the site by Gamla  
Älvsborgs fästning. 

Sockerbruket area went through 
several alterations and additions 
until its operations ceased in 1957. 
One of the buildings that remains 
is the former office building  
located in the north end of the 
area (Lönnroth, 1999). 

Today it is conducting a café and 
restaurant on the first floor and  
offices on floor 2 and 3. 

The building recently had a new 
extension towards the water to  
increase the serving capacity for 
the café. 

It is a brick building cladded with 
a combination of smooth and  
textured light ochre plaster. The 
brick wall connects to a stone wall 
foundation. Since its construction, 
the foundation has been rein-
forced with concrete elements.

The interior has been altered  
several times and consist of main-
ly white walls and a combination 
of plastic and hardwood floors.  

View of Klippans Konstcafé

Investigation    | Investigation     | 
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Retrofitting 

Sjömagasinet x Amphibious

Klippans Konstcafé x  
Wet floodproofing

Retrofitting     | 
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Due to its role in the cultural  
reserve, Sjömagasinet cannot be 
moved from its placement in the 
landscape. Togeth er with the 
wooden facade and structure, the 
amphibious strategy is proposed. 
The buoyant foundation  
is designed to be mounted onto 
existing structures to prevent  
damage caused by floods.

This strategy results in a program 
that remains unchanged with dis-
crete modifications to the facade, 
as the added buoyant foundation 
is mostly below ground level.

There are three main components 
in a retrofitted buoyant  
foundation. The first component 
is the added buoyancy elements 
which make the building float by 
displacing water. The second  
addition is vertical posts that  
restrict horizontal movement,  
allowing the building to move up 
and down without floating away.

The final addition is a supporting 
structural frame installed  
beneath the existing floor. It holds 
the buoyancy elements in place 
and connects the whole structure 
to the vertical posts (English et al., 
2021).

Retrofitting    | Retrofitting     | 

 Sjömagasinet, October, 2023

CONCEPT

existing foundation & structural frame

vertical posts 

diagonal support beams

sjömagasinet

buoyancy elements 

Sjömagasinet x Amphibious
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1. VERTICAL DETAIL

Scale 1:40Retrofitting    | Retrofitting     | 

60x190 floorboards
250 beams /insulation
3.2 hardboard
28x95 cc400 

roof tiles
tile battons
underlayment
12 board
22 air channel
3,2 hardboard
45x195 cc 1200 / insulation
70x95 cc 400 / insulation
0.2 vapor barrier
25 panel

Scale 1:40

ELEVATION

1. HORISONTAL DETAIL

0                                         1                                       2   (m) 0                                         1                                        2   (m)
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60x190 floorboards
250 beams /insulation
3.2 board
28x95 cc400 
1220 x1220, EPS-Block

beam for  
structural frame

2. VERTICAL DETAIL

Scale 1:40Retrofitting    | Retrofitting     | 

RETROFITTED ELEVATION

2. HORISONTAL DETAIL

Scale 1:40

roof tiles
tile battons
underlayment
12 board
22 air channel
3,2 hardboard
45x195 cc 1200 / insulation
70x95 cc 400 / insulation
0.2 vapor barrier
25 panel

0                                         1                                       2   (m) 0                                         1                                        2   (m)

3
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extended panel

extended horisontal  
board

telescoping post

beams attached to existing 
foundation wall

beam for structural  
frame

buoyancy elements

Sjömagasinetwater level +2.8m
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The suggested approach to use on 
Konstcafét is wet floodproofing 
which leads to a new program 
for the ground floor. A hollow 
structure where water and peo-
ple can pass through is created 
by removing windows and doors 
and extending the openings to the 
ground. 

The ground level is converted into 
an exhibition space dedicated to 
showcasing art installations.  
Elements within the structure are 
added to enable movement during 
high water levels. The space is 
not intended to be used during 

Retrofitting    | Retrofitting     | 

storms, but rather after when wa-
ters might still be high. The area 
would be humid due to the almost 
constant presence of water. 

In addition to the transforma-
tion of the ground level, a new 
program for levels 2 and 3 is also 
proposed. The new program is 
inspired by the history of brewing 
in the area and its location next to 
the old brewery building,  
Porterbruket, and the landmark 
Portertunnan. Leading to the 
proposal for a new restaurant and 
taproom for a local brewery.

CONCEPT

Brewery & restaurant

elevator, walls and windows added

Exhibition space

elevator, ramps and plateaus added

Bar

elevator and windows added

Wet floodproofing 

windows and doors removed

Klippans Konstcafé x Wet floodproofing
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Conclusion

Discussion
The aim of this thesis has been to 
investigate how to preserve and 
adapt two buildings in a flood-
prone area by utilizing various 
retrofitting strategies. The process 
started with assessing Klippan's 
future flooding scenarios and their 
impact on Klippans konstcafé and 
Sjömagasinet. Four retrofitting 
strategies were presented in the 
theory, of which one was chosen 
for each building. The proposal 
shows a transformation from 
conceptual ideas into a concrete 
project supported by technical 
drawings. 

The amphibious method was 
applied to Sjömagasinet as it is 
protected from major changes to 
its appearance and the additions 
can be placed below ground. The 
wooden building can stay out of 
water during flooding while it 
enables the existing restaurant, 
which is a large part of the build-
ing's identity, to remain function-
ing in extreme weather events.

The wet floodproofing strategy 
was proposed for Klippans  
Konstcafé as it is a concrete  
and brick structure that can  
be exposed to water. 

Conclusion     | 

However, the future exposure to 
saltwater might weather away 
the mortar between the bricks. 
Wet floodproofing leads to a new 
program since it involves flooding 
parts of the building to prevent 
collapse due to high pressure. 

In addition to transforming the 
ground level into an exhibition 
hall, the entire building under-
went a new program. It was in-
spired by the arts and crafts in the 
area, combined with the history 
of brewing in Klippan, resulting in 
a program consisting of a restau-
rant, brewery and exhibition hall.   

In conclusion, the discussion of 
rising sea levels is a relevant topic 
for Gothenburg due to its 
proximity to water and increasing 
flooding events. The thesis con-
tributed to the discussion with a 
project originating from a small-
scale preservational standpoint. 
Based on their various conditions, 
two historical buildings were  
approached with different  
retrofitting strategies and  
adapted to sea level rise.
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